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Promoting your Biz through strategic blog writing 

 BLOG PLANNER



Give yourself time to do the Inspirational Activity included just for fun. Not only is this

going to get your creative brain waves moving, it is going to be fun, which is

something we entrepreneurs do often enough! 

Review the list of blog topics I have shared and highlight any that pop out at you. 

Start planning your focus and blog posts for the month of January. 

Hello!  I admit I love blogging, but I haven't always. I remember the days when I would

struggle with what to write about, and felt like I was always start from scratch trying to be

unique and different in ways I haven't explored before. 

 

So let me share with you how I got over that and developed a robust blog... I got out of

my own way. I stopped trying to be unique and different and simply started writing

about what I knew. I wrote about a lot of topics multiple times from different

perspectives, and shared my lessons learned along with my knowledge and expertise.

And now I have dozens of blog posts that I use every day to promote my business

through search engine results as well as various social media platforms. 

 

You can have this too, with a little work and a little planning, and this planner was

created to make both a little easier. 

 

How to use this planner... 

1.

2.

3.

Lastly I want to share with you my secret

weapon to keeping up with a heavy post

schedule.  Batch work! 

 

Batch work is where you do similar tasks all at

once, (like writing rough drafts of your blog

posts) and it is truly a game changer and

something I encourage you to try.

 

To your success! 
~Teresa 

Teresa Schlup 

CEO/Designer Web Designs by Teresa 

https://WebDesignsbyTeresa.com
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Brainstorm the blog post ideas I'd like to post

Outline each idea and what you'd like to cover 

Choose the top 2-4 topics, depending on your posting schedule 

Write a rough draft for each post 

Review each rough draft and update as necessary

Schedule your posts out 

Create social media posts to promote your blog posts 

Schedule your social media posts 

Create newsletters to promote your blog posts 

Schedule your newsletters 

This is the schedule I follow to get my blog posts out for the world to see. Feel free to adjust this

to work for you and your posting schedule. 

 

Week 1: Plan the month

 

Week 2: Rough Draft

 

Week 3: Review and Schedule 

 

Week 4: Schedule your Promos

 

 

 

Batch Work

Schedule  

https://www.webdesignsbyteresa.com/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/tests/personality/values-profile


Blog Prompt Ideas 
These ideas are simply to help you get your own creative brain power engaged to come up with incredible blog

posts that celebrate you and your business. Keep in mind that while  it is great to add a personal flare to your

blogs, you want to keep them related to your business as well. 
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Create a "Stay Motivated to Change" challenge for the month

Create a DIY how-to post related to the work you do.

Host a guest post, "If only I had known..."

How are you decluttering your life and business to be more productive?

How are you digitally decluttering your life (subscriptions, apps, other tech?)

If you could have one super power, what would it be?

Post a case study from the work you do.

Profile another entrepreneur you admire or collaborate with.

Repurpose your most popular blog post from last year.

Run and experiment relevant to your products and services

Share a "day in the life" post and/or video

Share a before and after story about one of your products or services.

Share a little about how you spend your time off of work, and how it help you to do this.

Share a series that promotes a new product or service.S

hare a sneak peak of what you are working on to launch in the spring.

Share a success story of one of your clients who have experienced HUGE success.

Share an interview with an expert.

Share how you "do it all" and balance work, life and self-care.

Share how you are refocusing on your goals and intentions.

Share the story of someone you admire who's overcome incredible adversity.

Share what is currently trending in your industry and what you like/dislike about the trends.

Share your favorite Ted Talks that inspired change in your business.

Share your favorite YouTube channel or Podcast and why you love it.

Share your insight into things to avoid in your industry

Share your top 10 inspirational quotes that get you motivated through the tough times.

Share your top 5 ways to make the most of one of your products or services.

Showcase a new feature you've added this year

Take a look at what you wrote this time last year, and share the progress you have made.

Tell the story of your ideal customer.

What are the current trends in your industry and what are your thoughts about these trends?

What is your biggest pet peeve in your industry and how are you inspiring change?

What movies have inspired change in your life and business?

Who are the top 5 influencers you love to follow and why?

Write a letter from you 1 year from now and the gratitude you feel for all you've accomplished.

Write a post answering some of the most common questions you are asked.
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Your Turn! Create a "maybe" blog post list... 
List out at least 10 blog post ideas that you can use for the month of January, and how it will

showcase your products, services or expertise in your industry.  

 

1. 

 

 

2.  

 

 

3. 

 

 

4. 

 

 

5. 

 

 

6. 

 

 

7. 

 

 

8. 

 

 

9. 

 

 

10. 
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Outline the Top 4 Post ideas... 
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Talking Point Talking Point Talking Point

Talking Point Talking PointTalking Point

Blog Post topic:   

Talking Point Talking Point Talking Point

Talking Point Talking PointTalking Point

Blog Post topic:   
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Outline the Top 4 Post ideas... 
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Talking Point Talking Point Talking Point

Talking Point Talking PointTalking Point

Blog Post topic:   

Talking Point Talking Point Talking Point

Talking Point Talking PointTalking Point

Blog Post topic:   
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Blog Post Planner: Post #1

#1 Purpose for the postKeywords & Phrases 
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Publish dateTitle & Subtitle
(use keywords & phrases or similar words in the Title and subtitle of your post) 

Call to Action Links & Affiliates: Photos & Imagery

New blog post ideas inspired by this post... 

Rough draft written 

Edited & Scheduled to blog

SEO formatted 

Images tagged with key words 

Newsletter linking to post scheduled 

Social media Posts created 

Social media posts scheduled/posted to on: 

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn

LinkedIn as Article Google My Business Pinterest
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Blog Post Planner: Post #2

#1 Purpose for the postKeywords & Phrases 
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Publish dateTitle & Subtitle
(use keywords & phrases or similar words in the Title and subtitle of your post) 

Call to Action Links & Affiliates: Photos & Imagery

New blog post ideas inspired by this post... 

Rough draft written 

Edited & Scheduled to blog

SEO formatted 

Images tagged with key words 

Newsletter linking to post scheduled 

Social media Posts created 

Social media posts scheduled/posted to on: 

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn

LinkedIn as Article Google My Business Pinterest
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Blog Post Planner: Post #3

#1 Purpose for the postKeywords & Phrases 
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Publish dateTitle & Subtitle
(use keywords & phrases or similar words in the Title and subtitle of your post) 

Call to Action Links & Affiliates: Photos & Imagery

New blog post ideas inspired by this post... 

Rough draft written 

Edited & Scheduled to blog

SEO formatted 

Images tagged with key words 

Newsletter linking to post scheduled 

Social media Posts created 

Social media posts scheduled/posted to on: 

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn

LinkedIn as Article Google My Business Pinterest
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Blog Post Planner: Post #4

#1 Purpose for the postKeywords & Phrases 
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Publish dateTitle & Subtitle
(use keywords & phrases or similar words in the Title and subtitle of your post) 

Call to Action Links & Affiliates: Photos & Imagery

New blog post ideas inspired by this post... 

Rough draft written 

Edited & Scheduled to blog

SEO formatted 

Images tagged with key words 

Newsletter linking to post scheduled 

Social media Posts created 

Social media posts scheduled/posted to on: 

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn

LinkedIn as Article Google My Business Pinterest
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Post Schedule: 
Week 1: Write rough draft of each post 

Week 2: Review/Edit and schedule each post 

Week 3: Write/Schedule newsletter for each post

Week 4: Create/Schedule social media for each post 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Schedule out the dates for each post, newsletter and social media post you create
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Notes: 

What has gone really well this month, and what is working for you? What are things you'd like to

do differently? Finally, what resources did you use the most to make this month happen? Write it

all down so you have a reference to come to when you are needing a little help! 
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